Abstract: Many prominent lines of research on students' reasoning and conceptual change within learning sciences and physics education research have not attended to the role of learners' affect or emotions in the dynamics of their conceptual reasoning. This is despite evidence that emotions are deeply integrated with cognition and documented associations between emotions and academic performance. I present the case for research aimed at integrating emotions with models of learners' cognition. I present a case-study to argue that, in physics learning environments, learners' emotions can be intertwined with the unfolding conceptual and epistemological reasoning at fine time-scales. This case-study draws on video-taped interactions of a small group of students working on a physics tutorial. The analysis of the conceptual and epistemological substance of students' talk and the associated emotions draws on a combination of methodologies from knowledge analysis, interaction analysis, and conversation analysis traditions. I end with implications for research and instruction.
INTRODUCTION
As an instructor, I have noticed emotions strongly influencing students' conceptual and epistemological engagement in my classroom. In particular, I have noticed individual and contextual variations: one student's confusion gives way to anxiety leading to further errors, while another student's conceptuallysimilar confusion evokes curiosity and resolve, leading to progress. My desire to understand such phenomena motivates this research.
Research indicates that emotions strongly influence performance on a variety of cognitive tasks. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] But many influential accounts of learning in science, especially in the 1980s and 1990s, have focused only on learners' conceptual reasoning, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] in spite of calls for greater attention to students' affect. [12] [13] [14] Within research on physics learning, the focus has largely been on the content of students' ideas, problem-solving skills, epistemologies, and instructional strategies. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Researchers, however, have started attending to learners' emotions. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] I highlight two particular results: the correlation of emotions with achievement and the correlation of emotions with epistemological beliefs. Using survey questions to probe emotions, Pekrun et al. show that hopelessness and boredom are negatively correlated to achievement as measured by tests and grades. [21] Craig et al. monitor students' emotions during a learning intervention, and using summary measures of different emotions over many students they show a strong correlation between "confusion" and learning gains measured by pre-post testing. [23] Eynde et al. follow variations in learners' emotions over short time scales to show that emotions correlate with learners' epistemological beliefs and self-efficacy measured using surveys. [28] Bodin and Winberg found that students' performance on a classical mechanics assignment was associated with expert-like epistemologies (such as sensemaking) and emotions associated with control and concentration, with beliefs and emotions being measured by self-reports on survey instruments. [27] While these studies illustrate that emotions influence learning and beliefs about learning, they don't show how emotions couple to learning in the moment (with very few exceptions [26, 29] ). Also missing are explanations of contextual variations within individuals.
Investigating the conceptual and epistemological substance of students' talk and associated emotionson a moment-to-moment basis-can complement past studies by characterizing such variations and shedding light on how emotions sustain or destabilize reasoning patterns in particular instances. [30] The fine-grained integration of emotions with conceptual and epistemological stances aims at an understanding of students' learning experiences as inextricably rational-cognitive and emotional.
METHODS
The setting for the data: The data presented here come from a classroom episode where three students -"Alan," "Kendra," and "Jasmine" (pseudonyms) -were discussing a Newton's Third Law question on their physics tutorial worksheet. This data has been analyzed differently elsewhere. [31, 32] Methodologically, my analysis borrows from techniques of both cognitive analysis [8, 33] and interaction analysis, [34] helping to forge pathways for integrating perspectives that have largely remained divergent so far. While not engaging in systematic interaction analysis, I informally borrow tools from conversation and interaction analysis to attend to embodied participation (gestures, facial expressions, body posture), para-verbal features of talk (pitch, intonation contours, register), word choice, the sequential organization of talk and action, trouble and repair in conversation, spatial and temporal organization of activity, and the material features of the setting. For analyzing emotions, I relied on these interactional features as well as the content of utterances. [35, 36] Analysis of the conceptual and epistemological content of the talk draws on the knowledge-in-pieces framework, which models knowledge as loosely organized abstractions. [8, 33] This ontology of conceptual and epistemological knowledge is particularly suited to analyze the fine-timescale dynamics of knowledge.
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
The tutorial opens with asking students to compare the forces exerted on a truck and a car when the moving truck collides with the stationary car, half its mass, first by relying on their intuitions and then by using Newton's Third Law. In this initial few minutes Alan, Jasmine, and Kendra are mostly working on the question by themselves, checking in briefly with one another on their answers. They agree that intuitively the truck will exert a bigger force on the car and that Newton's Law says that the forces are equal. But while their answers are contradictory, their manner of engagement in this initial phase indicates that they are not attending to this mismatch (their tones are flat, their gaze on their own papers, and they express neither surprise nor confusion). Then Kendra speaks up: Kendra: i ↑ki:nda-i could never understa::nd tha:t bu:t (2.3) cuz ↑i mean-does=this-does=this go agai:nst um the la:w the:n?, or is=it that (0.5) they a::re equal we just think it's the tru:ck. (0.5) >you understand what my question-< {Transcript follows Jefferson's conventions [37] : number in parenthesis implies duration of pause in seconds; colon (:) implies extended vowel utterance; underlined text implies emphasis (pitch or volume); punctuation indicates intonation; square brackets [ ] mark the start and end of overlapping talk; = implies continuation without pause; ↑ and ↓ indicate sharp changes in pitch; capitalization implies increased volume; talk within > < is at a faster pace.} Kendra's remark marks a departure from previous utterances and behaviors-a clear, strong tone, shift in gaze from worksheet to group members, shift in body posture from hunched over to sitting up. Affectively, Kendra's behaviors reflect greater arousal and give voice to her confusion about the incongruence in this situation between intuition and Newton's Third Law. Epistemologically, Kendra is making a bid to discuss "[her] question," seeking reconciliation between intuition and Newton's Third Law. And it opens up the space for analyzing that physical situation: in response to Kendra's question, Alan and Jasmine take the position that their intuition results from the perceived relative motion of the car and truck, while the law accurately describes the forces on the vehicles; and that the tutorial will help them resolve this soon. The students go back to writing on their worksheets without reaching a resolution. Moments later, a tutorial instructor (TA) checks in and Kendra tries to clarify their confusion:
Kendra: Does-(0.4) newton's=law have to do with ah spe:ed or anythi:ng, ↓or is it jus::t TA: ↑THis Law. newton's third law ju:st sa:ys that the forces on the two are equ:al.
Kendra: it doesnt ma::tter what the spe:::ed doesnt matter about anything else, the si:ze-TA: >we are gonna look at tha:t.< so tho::se are go:od questi:ons. Kendra's question hints at a possible path to resolution that she might be considering, focusing on the distinction between speed and force. (The TA restates Newton's third law but defers the resolution of Kendra's paradox.) Kendra's effort, so far, to resolve the mismatch between her intuition and the law reflects an underlying epistemological stance that such a reconciliation is possible and desirable.
After the TA leaves, the students resume their discussion. Kendra actively engages with Alan and Jasmine bringing up an incident of personal experience when she was in an accident and the smaller car was much more damaged than the bigger car. A few minutes later, the TA conducts a class demonstration aimed at showing that in a collision between two objects of different masses the forces on the objects are the same; but due to a malfunctioning force probe, the results are erroneous. The demonstration leaves Kendra more confused and frustrated. The group then moves on to the next question, which prompts an explicit epistemological discussion on the role of intuition in understanding physics. Here, Alan and Jasmine pick the option that reconciliation between physics and intuition is usually possible, using the warrant that their professor explicitly assumed this stance. Kendra, however, rejects that option. Asked why by Alan, she exclaims, "↑he:ll:: ye::ah" and "i=am ↑MA::d." Kendra's negative emotions here are evident in the tone and loudness as well as the content of her utterance. The utterance also reflects her rejection of the possibility of reconciling her intuition with Newton's Third Law. The single utterance thus carries both emotional and epistemological meaning. Her irritation is clear in the exchange that follows:
Alan: there's alwa:ys some way to explain Kendra: you thi:nk so::? Jasmine: yeah. Alan: yeah. Kendra: ↑I dont think there's any way that you can expla:in to me ho::w, a ma::ssive truck= Kendra: =[is going to ha:ve the same forces on it. i just have to accept it.] Jasmine: [i think they do: fe:el the sa:me force its ju:st one is li::ke] (1.2) Kendra: I dont ↑SEE:: it. Kendra's stance here that a reconciliation with common sense is impossible, that she has to just "accept" Newton's third law without further explanation, stands in sharp relief to her efforts in the earlier episode to resolve the common-sense/physics mismatch.
Kendra's response, however, marks the frustration generated at failed attempts to reconcile her intuition and formal knowledge. Kendra's response also provides opportunity for further conceptual discussion. Alan and Jasmine respond to Kendra by offering that unseen damage to the truck chassis might make it plausible that the forces are equal. But now, Kendra resists all attempts at reconciliation. The episode ends with Kendra unconvinced and Alan and Jasmine taking the stance that the tutorial will probably help them resolve this later.
So far, I have shown the coordinated crescendo of Kendra's affect and her growing rejection of the possibility of conceptual reconciliation. The next episodes provide further evidence that her affect influenced her epistemological stance and conceptual reasoning.
The tutorial next asks students to apply the "car reacts more" intuition to determine the change in the car's speed relative to the change in the truck's speed. The question is designed to elicit the correct intuitive idea that, during the collision, since the car is half as heavy, it speeds up by twice as much as the truck slows down. Guided calculations then help students see that this correct intuition implies that the truck and car indeed exert equal forces upon one another.
If Kendra is driven by her first stance -seeking reconciliation -she should be positively engaged in this part of the tutorial, which guides students toward the first step of such a reconciliation. By contrast, if her stance rejecting the possibility of reconciliation is stable, then the intervention showing that the forces are numerically equal should not engage her much, since she already accepts that the forces are equal.
However, finishing that calculation elicits an entirely different reaction: Alan and Jasmine express enthusiasm and joy:
Jasmine: oh ↑wow look=ho:w cool tha:t is Alan: ye:ah. that makes sense. tha::ts re::ally cool. Kendra, on the other hand, expresses discomfort:
Kendra: OH my goo::dness. ge:t the he::ll out of here, thats sca::ry to me. Kendra is excited but also seems uncomfortable. A few minutes later, talking to one of the TAs, Kendra challenges the intervention as "mathematical" and making sense only "on paper."
To explain this outcome, I argue that Kendra's emotions "infused" her reasoning [3] , that her negative emotion drew from and sharpened her meaningful discomfort with the ideas. That discomfort is productive; as Goel and Vartanian recently argued, such negative emotions can sharpen logical judgment of the validity of inferences. [6] By this account, Kendra's negative affect disposed her to critically examine the intervention, leading to the (sensible!) conclusion that the intervention offered only numerical proof, not an intuitive reconciliation.
For additional evidence that Kendra's epistemological stance toward physics/intuition reconciliation is coupled to her emotions, I look to the end of the tutorial hour, when students are prompted to reflect on the "car reacts more" intuition. By this time, the anger and frustration apparent in the earlier segments seem to have subsided. Here, Kendra actively engages with Alan in reconciling physics and intuition, associating the "car reacts more" intuition with changes in velocity -the same reconciliation pathway (posed by the tutorial) that she had rejected a few minutes ago! Through the tutorial, Kendra's emotions and reasoning are coordinated at fine timescales (at times evidenced in single utterances): when calm, she worked to reconcile the physics-intuition divide; when angry, she rejected the possibility of such reconciliations. This, along with the success of Forgas' affect-infusion construct in explaining her reaction to the tutorial intervention, strongly suggests that Kendra's affect is not just epiphenomenal; it is central to the shifts and stabilities in her epistemological stances and associated conceptual reasoning.
CONCLUSION
Kendra's case illustrates that developing casestudy accounts and models that dynamically couple emotional states with fine-grained conceptual and epistemological stances can provide causal accounts of the fine-timescale shifts and stabilities in both affect and cognition. Insight into the role of affect in students' reasoning can expand the toolbox of theoretically-grounded instructional diagnoses, practices, and innovations that might be more effective than those based on "cold" cognitive analysis 12 . Research and instructional design that attends to learners' emotions can take us another step closer to a whole person view of the learner.
This work also raises further questions. Given that emotions influence learners conceptual reasoning and performance, how should we interpret students' performance on instruments such as the Force Concept Inventory or Maryland Physics Expectations survey? Also needed is further refinement and validation of the nature of relationship between learners' emotions, conceptions, and epistemologies through more case studies as well as large-N experiments.
